FOURTH CERTIFICATION OF CHANGES TO SCHEDULES

Rectification of Schedules Consequent to Changes in the CCCN


2. Consequent to this recommendation rectifications in the authentic texts of Schedules have been submitted for certification by the following contracting parties:

   Austria (L/4562)
   European Communities (L/4537)
   Finland (L/4528)
   Hungary (L/4337/Add.2)
   Sweden (L/4580)

3. The following contracting parties signatories to the CCC Nomenclature Convention have not yet submitted rectifications of their Schedules for certification as a consequence of the CCC Recommendation:

   Australia          Norway
   Greece             Portugal
   Iceland            Rwanda
   Israel             South Africa
   Ivory Coast        Spain
   Japan              Switzerland
   Korea (Rep. of)    Turkey
   New Zealand        Yugoslavia
   Nigeria            Zaire

./.
These contracting parties are invited to submit as soon as possible for certification, in accordance with the Decision of the CONTRACTING PARTIES of 19 November 1968 (BISD, 16S/16), any changes in their Schedules resulting from the adoption of the CCC Recommendation.

4. Other contracting parties, who are not signatories to the CCC Nomenclature Convention but whose tariffs are nevertheless based on that nomenclature, are likewise invited to submit for certification relevant changes in their Schedules.